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1 Standard LSTM

Equation 1 shows the calculation of
−→
h i which is

the forward LSTM representation of character ci .
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xi−→
h i−1

]
+ b
)

ii = 1− fi
ci = fi � ci−1 + ii � c̃i
−→
h i = oi � tanh(ci)

(1)

where ii, fi and oi denote a set of input, forget and
output gates, respectively. We choose the coupled
LSTM structure (Greff et al., 2017) which sets the
input gate ii = 1 − fi. ci is the memory cell of
character ci. W> and b are model parameters. σ()
represents the sigmoid function. The backward
LSTM has the symmetrical equations.

2 Lattice LSTM

Equation 2 shows the structure of LSTMcell:
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)
cb,e = fb,e � ccb + ib,e � c̃b,e

(2)
where cb,e is the memory cell of the shortcut path
starting from character cb to character ce. W>s
and bs are model parameters of the shortcut path
LSTM.

The subsequence output memory vector cb,i
links to the end character ci as the input to cal-
culate the hidden vector

−→
h i of ci. For charac-

ter ci with multiple subsequence memory cell in-
puts1, we define the input set as Ci = {cb,i|b ∈

1e.g. The first “院(College)” in Figure ?? takes two sub-

{b′|wb′,i ∈ D}} , we assign a unique gate for each
subsequence input to control its contribution:

ib,i = σ
(
Wg>

[
xi
cb,i

]
+ bg

)
(3)

where Wg> and bg are model parameters for the
gate.

Until now, we have calculated the subsequence
memory inputs Ci and their control gates Ii =
{ib,i|b ∈ {b′|wb′,i ∈ D}}. Following the idea of
coupled LSTM (Greff et al., 2017) which keeps
the sum of input and forget gate as 1, we nor-
morize all the subsequence gates Ii with the stan-
dard LSTM input gate ii to ensure their sum equals
to 1 (Eq. 4).

αb,i =
exp(ib,i)

exp(ii) +
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ib′,i∈Ii
exp(ib′,i)

αi =
exp(ii)
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(4)

αb,i and αi are the subsequence memory gate
and the standard LSTM input gate after the nor-
malization, respectively. The final forward lattice
LSTM representation

−→
h i of character ci is calcu-

lated as:
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−→
h i = oi � tanh(ci)

(5)

sequence memory vectors of both “学院(Academy)” and “科
学院(Academy of Sciences)” as input.



where W> and b are the model parameters which
are the same with the standard LSTM in Eq. 2.
Compare with Eq. 2, Eq. 5 has a more complex
memory calculation step which integrates both the
standard character LSTM memory c̃i and all the
matched subsequence memory inputs Ci. In this
respect, we can regard the lattice LSTM as an ex-
tension of the standard LSTM with the ability of
taking multiple inputs.

The backward lattice LSTM
←−
h i has a symmet-

rical calculation process. The final hidden vector
hi is the concatenation of the hidden vectors on
both directions.

3 CRF

A standard CRF layer is used. The probability of
a label sequence y = l1, l2, . . . , lm is

P (y|s) =
exp(

m∑
i=1

(F (li) + L(li−1, li)))∑
y′∈C(s)

exp(
m∑
i=1

(F (l′i) + L(l′i−1, l
′
i))

,

(6)
where C(s) is the set of all possible label se-
quences on sentence s and y′ is an arbitary label
sequence. F (li) = Wlihi + bli is the emission
score from hidden vector hi to label li. L(li−1, li)
is the transition score from li−1 to li. Wli and bli
are model parameters specific to label li.

4 Statistics of datasets

The statistics of four examined datasets are shown
in Table 1

Dataset Type Train Dev Test

CTB6
Sentence 23.4k 2.08k 2.80k
Word 641k 59.9k 81.6k
Char 1.06m 100k 134k

PKU
Sentence 17.2k 1.91k 1.95k
Word 1.01m 99.9k 104k
Char 1.66m 164k 173k

MSR
Sentence 78.2k 8.69k 3.99k
Word 2.12m 247k 107k
Char 3.63m 417k 184k

Weibo
Sentence 20.1k 2.05k 8.59k
Word 421k 43.7k 188k
Char 689k 73.2k 316k

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.
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